
The 16th annual V-Twin Expo
on February 6th - 7th at the
downtown Cincinnati, Ohio

exhibition centre will again see
"all the major players" in the
Harley-Davidson and custom 
v-twin parts, performance 
and accessories aftermarket
represented "one way or
another," according to Show
Manager Jim Betlach.
Founded in 2000 by Easyriders, V-Twin
Expo remains the only specialty trade
expo dedicated to the Harley
aftermarket, and after an uptick in
attendance and business done there in
2015, the organizers are expecting
another "healthy" expo this year.
"The exhibitor booking and attendee
registration cycles are locked into a
steady annual pattern that sees the
show remain pretty much stable in
exhibiting company number terms,"
explained Betlach.
"It gets busy for us from around
September onwards, and by December
most of the exhibitors have booked,
and, barring an inevitable late flurry of
activity, we know what shape the
show will be in."

AMD was speaking with Betlach in
early December and he told us that, at
that stage, it looked like the show
would be around the same size as
2015 and each of the prior two or
three years, "give or take a booth or
two either way.

"With lots of exhibitors having exited
the v-twin market for one reason or
another since the show was at its peak
in real estate terms around 2007 and
2008, and lots of others having
reduced their spend in line with the
realities of the market we all serve,
then inevitably the show is smaller in
square foot terms than was the case a
decade ago.

"However, I look back at the exhibitor
list from then and see that the market
had attracted a lot of fringe players
and a lot of companies whose business
models have just proven to be
unsustainable. The core of the market
remains, with service, performance
and bolt-on to the fore. V-Twin Expo
will again accurately reflect the choice
of primary vendors available to
dealers. The core of the market is
clearly viable, so to suggest that the V-
Twin Expo itself is not, is plainly
therefore wrong.
"We will again have all the main
vendors in the market represented at
the show, one way or another. Based
on the business done in 2015, the
attendance numbers, and the level
that dealer pre-registrations are
running at, I would say that the market
could be going to see another modest
uptick in activity this year, and that V-
Twin Expo will again successfully
reflect that."
At the time of writing Betlach said that
the show had actually again had more
returning exhibitors and more new
vendors booking booth space than
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A
s this edition of AMD
Magazine went to press,
some four weeks before
Harley's 4th Quarter/full

year 2015 financial results were
due for release, the company's
share price continued to languish
in the $45.00 range - its lowest
for more than a year.
Any bounce that had been
anticipated by the decision to
launch a further tranche of Share
Buy Back activity last year has
clearly been offset by the
announcement that Harley would
add $750m of medium and long-
term debt to its balance sheet to
finance the program, a less than
enthusiastic response to the 2016
model year announcement and
the panicked responses to their
third quarter numbers - responses
that included dispensing with the
services of some 250 employees
(and their Chief Marketing
Officer) as the company sought to
reassure investors by throwing
additional marketing Dollars at
their problems.
Neither has maintenance of their
near record levels of dividend
done anything other than
camouflage the increasing
disquiet being voiced among
investors as Milwaukee continues
to count the cost of failing to
keep so-called "legacy"
customers inside the fold at a
time when Polaris has been
winning plaudits (and customers)
for its handling of its re-launch of

Indian Motorcycle and
repositioning of the Victory
brand.
The current 5-year high for
Harley's share price came in May
2014 at $72.68, which put it back
within touching distance (in
percentage terms) of its historic
pre- and post-recession highs of
$74.93 on November 24th, 2006.
From $70.15 at the start of

December 2014  it had dropped
to a "current" (at time of going
to press) rolling 12-month high of
$66.33 by the end of December
2014, and then saw a quick return
to a cycle of decline that has now
seen a 12-month low of $45.12
reached on December 18th, 2015.
During that time the August 25th
2015 MY2016 announcement has
been and gone - an
announcement that triggered an
approximately 10 percent drop in
Harley's share price (compared to
a week before the
announcement) and a massive 15
percent drop in response to the
late September 2015 Q3 fiscals
announcement.
Since then some 250
redundancies have been

undertaken and Harley's Chief
Marketing Officer has left to
pursue the next stage of his
career elsewhere. That
announcement came just after
CEO Matt Levatich announced an
emergency increase in marketing
spend as part of a four focus area
and five objective plan for
additional investments totalling
some $70m.
That investment was being
substantially funded by job losses
just as the company was taking
on some $750m of medium and
long-term debt in order fund the
latest tranche of share buy-backs.
Despite the admirable ambition
of nothing less than global
motorcycle industry domination,
the effects on the value of the

This 10 year view of Harley's stock price takes in the pre-recessionary all-time high in November 2006, the height-of-
recession low of March 2009, the impressive recovery seen by April 2014, and the uncertain trading since then -
including an approx. 15% drop in the share price following the 2015 Q3 fiscal announcements on October 20th

The "current" rolling 12-month high for Harley's share price came on
December 5th 2014 at $70.15, it is now trading in the $45.00 range pending
the January 28th 2016 Q4/2015 full-year fiscal announcements

‘dividend camouflages
increasing disquiet’

‘37 percent loss in
market-cap in 24 months’

www.AMDchampionship.com



decisions and announcements
clearly have not bee seen by
investors as Harley's market
value has now declined by a
further 10 percent.
Since the August 2013 Project
Rushmore announcements that
were supposed to be a platform
for a return to growth in sales,
Harley's market value, as
expressed by its share price, has
declined by some 37.5 percent
since the high of December 2013.
The effective loss of over a third
of market capitalization in just 24
months (for that is what the
numbers show), at a time when
Polaris is piling on company value
and when the wider motorcycle
industry is growing and evolving
before our eyes, can no longer be
put down to anything other than
a deep seated concern among
investors that Harley's responses
to the issues it faces are proving
inadequate.
Investors are saying that they are
not yet seeing any evidence to
suggest that Harley management
has a handle on tackling the
problems effectively.
While no formal news has yet
emerged about potential take-
over bids or hostile equity raids,
common sense dictates that once
the 2015 annuals are released at
the end of January 2016 it is
likely to be open season for those
looking to make a quick turn on a
program of blood letting, or to
add the 'Bar 'n' Shield' to a
portfolio balance sheet - either
inside or outside the motorcycle
industry, inside or outside the
United States.
Whatever Harley has in its "skunk

works,” it needs to deploy quickly
and convincingly. A mid model
year cycle announcement (or
announcements) of epic
proportions are called for and it is
to be hoped that the radio silence
that MY2016 has represented so
far is akin to the quiet before the
drama - Project Overlord anyone?
If the rumors that Harley may be
revisiting its 1980s Nova concept
thinking, or getting back on the
V4 horse that it abandoned when
the financial crisis left Harley
stranded above the water line in
2009, or make some other
attempt at a convincing quantum
leap into competition territory,
then it needs to get the news out
there STAT.
Harley needs multiple new
platforms - it needs to defend its
existing business and take the
battle to exploit the new areas of
the riding public's increasingly
diverse tastes that other
manufacturers are creating.
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    n Harley share price followed
     in the last three months

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    

United States (601+cc)
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015*

Total Market New Registrations 526,000 325,500 278,500 289,900 299,400 305,900 313,627 279,013

H-D Retail Sales 218,939 162,385 143,391 150,900 161,300 167,800 171,079 142,196

United States H-D Percentage
market share 41.6% 49.9% 51.5% 52.1% 53.9% 54.9% 54.5% 51.0%

Europe (601 +cc)

Total Market New Registrations 459,400 368,000 344,800 328,500 300,400 281,800 319,801 313,303

H-D Retail Sales 40,725 36,444 37,378 39,900 36,200 36,100 38,491 30,720

European H-D percentage
market share 8.9% 9.9% 10.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.8% 12.0% 9.8%  

Year Quarter Dividend Share price Date

Dec-15 0.31 45.78 28/12/2015
Sep-15 0.31 54.65 09/01/2015
May-15 0.31 54.61 05/28/2015

2015 Feb-15 0.31 61.68 02/18/2015
Dec-14 0.275 68.78 12/02/2014
Sep-14 0.275 63.5 09/12/2014
May-14 0.275 71.04 05/27/2014

2014 Feb-14 0.275 64.94 02/17/2014
Dec-13 0.21 67.51 12/13/2013
Sep-13 0.21 63.3 09/13/2013
May-13 0.21 56.35 05/28/2013

2013 Feb-13 0.21 53.45 02/14/2013
Dec-12 0.155 47.83 12/14/2012
Sep-12 0.155 41.93 09/26/2012
May-12 0.155 48.49 05/29/2012

2012 Feb-12 0.155 46.05 02/17/2012
Dec-11 0.125 36.69 12/16/2011
Sep-11 0.125 35.71 09/28/2011
May-11 0.125 37.16 05/31/2011

2011 Feb-11 0.1 42.12 02/18/2011
Dec-10 0.1 34.5 12/17/2010
Sep-10 0.1 28.34 09/29/2010
Jun-10 0.1 29.18 06/01/2010

2010 Feb-10 0.1 24.43 02/19/2010
Dec-09 0.1 25.59 12/17/2009
Sep-09 0.1 23.53 09/24/2009
Jun-09 0.1 19.04 06/02/2009

2009 Mar-09 0.1 9.26 03/03/2009
Dec-08 0.33 16.94 12/17/2008
Sep-08 0.33 37.93 09/29/2008
Jun-08 0.33 39.99 06/03/2008

2008 Mar-08 0.3 37.07 03/03/2009
Dec-07 0.3 46.3 12/19/2007
Sep-07 0.3 46.44 09/27/2007
Jun-07 0.25 59.73 06/07/2007

2007 Mar-07 0.21 65.01 01/03/2007
Dec-06 0.21 70.46 12/20/2006
Sep-06 0.21 62.75 09/29/2006
Jun-06 0.21 49 06/05/2006

2006 Mar-06 0.18 51.1 03/07/2006
Dec-05 0.18 53.08 12/14/2005
Sep-05 0.16 46.9 09/29/2005
Jun-05 0.16 49.25 06/10/2005

2005 Mar-05 0.125 61.7 03/04/2005
Dec-04 0.125 59.5 12/15/2004

Harley-Davidson Market Share 2008-2015

At 0.31 per quarter, Harley's 2015 dividend remains the highest since the
recession and the second highest in its history

HARLEY-DAVIDSON DIVIDENDS

‘Harley
needs new
platforms,
STAT’

‘$750m of medium
and long-term debt’

www.AMDchampionship.com
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there had been net withdrawals, or
reductions in booth sizes, and that
while he personally remains in the
"Camp of Regret" where cutting the
show down to two days is concerned,
he acknowledges that it was the right
thing to do and that it appears to have
worked well.
"While always quiet in dealer
attendance terms, the third day wasn't
without value  - but the overwhelming
view of our exhibitor community was
that the duration of the show needed
to be reduced, and judging by the
crowds and atmosphere seen on the
Saturday and Sunday last year, it was
the right thing to do," Betlach says.
Betlach has always been disinclined to

address directly the effects of
"theoretically competitive" event
offerings on V-Twin Expo down the
years, and his has always been much
more of a purists take on the show
scene and old school disinclination to
discuss other people's businesses -
preferring to focus on Easyriders' own.
However, he does think that "having
survived an attempt to court our
business base by an event just up the
road two weeks later, I don't think that
an event that is in an entirely different
part of the country, at an entirely
different time of the year and with an
entirely different attendee profile, is
going to be a threat to V-Twin Expo.
We've seen no impact at all.
"Quite the reverse, it is good for our
industry to see AIMExpo trying to be
fully inclusive and reach out to the
custom market. But they are two

completely different formulas, each
with its own specific advantages."
Addressing the change of ownership
seen at AIMExpo this year, Betlach also
thinks that this is a good thing for the
future of the industry. "One of the
strengths that V-Twin Expo has always
had is that its ownership is with an
organization that is 100 percent
dedicated to the show's market. Now
the MIC owns the 'mainstream/metric'
expo, the industry now has full control
over its long-term trade expo destiny
for the first time. This can only be good
for trade show policy in the long
term," Betlach says.
This month AMD Magazine again
highlights news from V-Twin exhibitors
by way of a further introduction to
some of the new products that will be
on show there in February.
www.vtwin-expo.com

<<<  Continued from cover 

Wandell to make pistons,
sell batteries to Harley?
Former Harley CEO Keith
Wandell has added further to his
portfolio of independent
directorships with a seat on the
board at Dover Corporation, the
diverse 7.8 Bn turnover owner
of PMI (Performance Motorsport
Inc), itself the owning division of
such powersports industry
staples as Wiseco, JE Piston and
ProX in The Netherlands.
Dover is currently seeing Group
sales decline (-9 percent for the
first nine months of the year), so
are no doubt eyeing Wandell's
turn-around expertise, as did his
bankrupt former competitor,
battery maker Exide
Technologies, when they tapped
him as their new Chairman
earlier this year. He accepted

this role in tandem with
bringing his trusty side-kick at
Harley along for the ride - CFO
John Olin - as a board member
at Exide, as the company
prepared to exit from its
bankruptcy protection filing.
Interestingly, Harley-Davidson
has so far been coy about the
batteries it plans to use for its
promised Project LiveWire E-
Bike. Although Exide has always
been a traditional lead-acid
battery maker, like many, they
have been and are investing
heavily in electric vehicle
battery technology and
research...what price the
LiveWire having Exides in it, if it
does finally ever enter
production?

Former Harley CEO Keith Wandell
has been appointed to the board of
Dover Corporation and is Chairman
of Exide

The latest data released by
the MIC in the United States
(Motorcycle Industry
Council) puts domestic US
motorcycle sales up by +4.7
percent for the period
January to September 2015
(413,128 units - on and off
highway, dual sport and
scooter). ATV sales were
pretty much flat at +0.9
percent (164,491 units).

AMA Motorcycle Hall of Famer
Ray Price passed away on Dec.
16 at the age of 78. Mr. Price
was the father of drag racing's
"Funnybike," designer of the
motorcycle wheelie bar and
developer of the two-speed
automatic racing transmission.
He and his Ray Price Harley-
Davidson drag racing team
attained multiple race victories,
records and championships in
AMA Dragbike, the All Harley
Drag Racing Association
(AHDRA) and the International
Hot Rod Association (IHRA). Mr.
Price's personal racing career
continued beyond his 65th
birthday into the 2003 AHDRA
season. Ray Price Harley-
Davidson in Raleigh, N.C., is one
of the largest dealerships in the
South-Eastern United States. 

In December Polaris
Industries announced lower
full-year 2015 sales and
earnings guidance - the
company now expects full-
year 2015 sales to grow
approximately four to five
percent compared to 2014,
due to a weaker than
expected North American
Off-Road Vehicles ("ORV")
and Snowmobile retail
environment. This revision is
a reduction from previously
issued guidance of up 10 to
11 percent. 

Harley has added unlimited free
Milwaukee museum admission
and VIP access to the benefits
available to H.O.G. members.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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MCS 2016 Clothing and Lifestyle catalog
Best known for one of the largest
inventories of aftermarket hard parts
and accessor ies, Motorcycle
Storehouse has also been building its
apparel and lifestyle products business

in recent years, and their new Clothing
& Lifestyle catalog is said to be "bigger
and better than ever, filled with the
latest and greatest in products and
trends."
In addition to helmets, boots, riding
jackets and pants, the line includes
classic work wear by Dickies, John Doe
brand impact protector-ready
Lumberjack style Kevlar Check shirts
and branded casual wear, including
tee-shirts from the likes of Gas Monkey
Garage and others.
www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl

These John Doe brand shirts are said to be manufactured from 100 percent DuPont
Kevlar weave which "gives very high abrasion resistance protection. They come

with special pockets for inserting shoulder, elbow and back impact protectors and
zippered interior pockets that will keep personal items safe at highway speeds."

Drag Specialties reaches CARB agreement
In November 2015 LeMans
Corporation, the parent company
of Drag Specialties and Parts
Unlimited, agreed to a
settlement with the California
Air Resources Board (CARB)
regarding the sale of emissions
regulated products to California
dealers. 
This settlement resolves CARB's
alleged claims without litigation,
protects LeMans' California
dealers regarding sales of the
listed parts LeMans sold to them
through October 1, 2015, and
allows LeMans to move forward
with its revised compliance plan.
Mike Collins, VP of Purchasing for
LeMans, explained that "CARB

views the scope of its authority
broadly. CARB sought
enforcement as to numerous
product categories, including
exhaust products, catalytic
converters, oxygen sensors, fuel
and air controller modules,
carburetor parts (such as jet kits
that modify the air/fuel flow),
cam modifications, O2 eliminators
and air cleaner/filter kits." 
Collins went on to explain that
CARB believes that including a
disclaimer in an advertisement
does not provide protection
from CARB enforcement as to
the sale of emission related
parts in California. Collins also
said that "other than for use on

racing vehicles on closed courses
with documentation satisfactory
to CARB, California dealers who
continue to sell these products
for use in California face
potential CARB enforcement
action, unless, according to
CARB, it can be demonstrated
with test results that the use
does not alter the performance
of OEM emission related devices
(i.e. it constitutes a 'Replacement

Part' under the CARB
regulations) or unless CARB has
issued an executive order." 
The VP of Purchasing for LeMans
added "LeMans is working with
our suppliers to identify products
that do meet the emission
requirements of CARB, and also
meet the needs of the
motorcycling customers in
California."
www.dragspecialties.com

http://www.surflexclutches.com
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Midwest 2016 catalog
Midwest Motorcycle Supply's 2016
catalog has "all the essentials that
matter most at a frugal price, plus our
own proprietary Ultima Products line,"
says the Pevely, Missouri based
distributor.
New this year are additions to the
Ultima drivetrain family that include
polished, silver and black T-VO 113 and
127 cubic inch engines, a Twin Cam
engine re-build program, Ultima 2" late
model primary belt drives for '06 to
present Dyna and '07 and up Softail
models, and black 2" and 3.35" Ultima
belt drives.

Ultima Motor Works engines are
available in a wide range of
displacements from 100 to 140 cubic
inches and finishes such as Diamond
Cut, Black Gem, polished and black
powder-coated. Ultima also has a T-VO
single cam replacement engine for Twin
Cam "A" series rubber mount engines.
Complete drivetrain packages include
Ultima 6 RSD or LSD transmissions,
ThunderFire starter motors and
ThunderVolt AGM batteries.
Elsewhere in the Ultima line there are
new "Manhattan" and "Kool Kat"
aluminum wheels (including 23" and

26" sizes), "King Spoke" wheels (also
available in 23 and 26") and Ultima

chrome and black springer front ends. 
www.midwest-mc.com

Küryakyn and Mustang  -
regional "insider summits"
Küryakyn and Mustang have confirmed
dates and locations for five joint
"Insider Summit" events. Planned to
be a series of "dynamic educational
sessions" they will be located in
"convenient regional markets
throughout the United States, available
for Küryakyn and Mustang dealers to
attend at no cost," according to a joint
release issued by the companies.
The firms go on to say that their Insider
Summit events will "offer an
interactive look into the future of
Mustang and Küryakyn in a relaxed,
fun environment." Informative analysis
breaking down respective product
categories, powerful sales programs
and dealer support services will be
discussed in forum-style settings
fuelled by collaborative dialog. 
"Display bike demonstrations will

showcase the latest products, while
open discussions will focus on
impactful best sales practices geared to
engage customers and sell with
confidence. This groundbreaking
experience offers dealers and their
parts, sales and service employees the
unique opportunity to network directly
with factory reps, as well as
representatives from distribution
partners Tucker Rocky and Biker’s
Choice."
Since the spring of 2014 Küryakyn and
Mustang have been under the same
Lacy Diversified Industries ownership
as TR/Biker's Choice following LDI's
acquisition of the Motorsport
Aftermarket Group (MAG) - which also
owns other leading aftermarket brands
such as Performance Machine, RSD,
Vance & Hines, J&P Cycles and

Progressive Suspension.
Dealers interested in attending any of
these upcoming regional events can
contact  Jess ica Lehman
(jessica.lehman@kuryakyn.com /
800.843.7896) at Küryakyn for more
information or to RSVP.
Küryakyn /Mustang "Insider Summits"
are being held 11:00 am to 5:00 pm at
local Dave & Buster's restaurant/sports
bar outlets on the following
dates/cities:

JANUARY 11TH 
Minneapolis

(Edina, MN 55435)

JANUARY 24TH
Dallas/Fort Worth

(Arlington, TX 76018)

FEBRUARY 1ST
Los Angeles

(Orange, CA 92868)

MARCH 14TH
Chicago 

(Addison, IL 60101)

MARCH 28TH
Phoenix

(Tempe, AZ 85281

INSIDER
SUMMITS
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Female motorcycle ownership is at an
all-time high according to the latest data
from the Motorcycle Industry Council -
having doubled in the past decade. The
MIC’s latest Motorcycle Owner Survey
found that women account for 14
percent of all U.S. motorcycle owners,
well up from the 8 percent reported in
1998.
"Women continue to embrace
motorcycling like never before," said
Sarah Schilke, National Marketing
Manager of BMW Motorrad USA and
Chair of PowerLily, a group consisting of
female motorcycle industry
professionals. "Of the 9.2 million
owners, more of them are women than
we’ve ever recorded. In fact, the number
of female owners better than doubled
from 2003 to 2014. And, among the
more than 30 million Americans who
swung a leg over a motorcycle and rode
at least one time in 2014, a quarter of
these riders were women."
Among younger generations of owners,
the percentage of women is even higher.
Slightly more than 17 percent of Gen X
owners, and 17.6 percent of Gen Y

owners, are women. Among Boomer
owners, women make up 9 percent.
"It’s encouraging that we’re seeing
more women among the riders who are
entering the sport," Schilke said.
"Motorcycling is for anyone, and that’s
being recognized by younger
generations and non-traditional
customer segments."
The Owner Survey also revealed what
type of bikes women prefer. Cruisers are
the choice of 34 percent of female riders.
Scooters rank a close second at 33
percent, followed by sport bikes at 10
percent. In the survey, of some 48,000
American households, women were
also asked to share their top three
reasons for riding motorcycles. They
answered "fun and recreation,"
followed by "sense of freedom" and
"enjoy outdoors/nature." When it
comes to purchasing a motorcycle,
women rate "Fuel Economy" and "Test
Rides" as the most important decision-
making factors.
The study revealed that female riders are
safety-conscious. While 60 percent of
women took a motorcycle safety course,

only 42 percent of men had any formal
training. In some state motorcycle safety
training programs, women make up 30
percent of the student population.
The median age for female motorcyclists
is 39 versus 48 for males; more than 49
percent of women motorcyclists
perform their own maintenance or have
a friend or relative do it, instead of
taking their bike to a shop; new bikes
are preferred over used by 57 percent of
female riders; 49 percent of female
motorcyclists are married; 47 percent of
female motorcyclists have a college or
post-graduate degree
www.mic.org

More female riders in USA
than ever says MIC

Drag Specialties names its
show dates for 2016
Rebranded for 2016 as “NVP
Product Expos,” Drag Specialties
and Parts Unlimited parent
company Le Mans has released
date and venue information for
its 2016 "dealer show" series
(formerly referenced as their
"Dealer ShowCase" events.
AmericasMart at Atlanta,
Georgia, will be the venue for
the weekend of February 27/28,
with the Valley Forge Casino

Resort at King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, hosting on March
19/20.
The company's annual Monona
Terrace, Madison, Wisconsin NVP
Product Expo, just a few miles
north of their Janesville,
Wisconsin headquarters
warehouse complex will be
staged on August 27/28.
www.dragspecialties.com

The Rule-Meisters at the
Pikes Peak International Hill
Climb must enjoy
controversy - surprise and
considerable head scratching
have greeted a rule change
that sees bikes which were
made with clip-on
handlebars as original
equipment unable to
compete, going back on a
decision to allow them that
was taken some years ago.
The change is an attempt to
improve safety, but it
effectively bans sportbikes
from participating, does
nothing to reduce speeds
and removes a performance
bike design item that
actually improves handling
and had nothing to do with
the deaths and injuries seen
in the last two years. The
CBR 1000RR and ZX-10R that
won safely in 2014 and 2015
respectively are now among
the bikes banned.

A last ditch effort to prevent the
construction of Fort Meade Way,
a new road East of Sturgis, was
blocked by the South Dakota
Fourth Circuit Court at the end of
November, "paving" the way for
construction of the unpaved 4.5
mile packed hard-top two-lane
road to go ahead. The route
provides a link from the I-90 to
the Buffalo Chip Campground
and the other facilities west of
the City of Sturgis, opening up
development opportunities in an
environmentally sensitive area
and alleviating the downtown
Sturgis traffic issues encountered
during Rally week.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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EU motorcycle registrations +9.2 percent
to October
The latest data available from ACEM
(Association des Constructeurs
Européens de Motocycles), the
Brussels based international
motorcycle industry association, shows
that a total of 1,091,956 powered-
two and three-wheelers were
registered during the first ten months
of 2015 in the EU. This represents an
increase of 3.9% compared to the
1,051,142 vehicles registered during
the same period of 2014.
Registrations performed positively in
Spain (128,830 units, +17.2%), the
UK (102,774 units, +12.5%), Italy
(181,697 units, +5.6%), and Germany
(173,027 units, +3.7%). They
decreased in France (214,841 units, -
4.2%).
Cumulative motorcycle registrations
grew by +9.2% during the first ten
months of 2015 on a year-on year
basis. A total of 807,239 motorcycles
were registered between January and
October 2015, against 739,486 during
the same period of 2014. Year-on-year
motorcycle registrations increased in
most key European markets, namely
Spain (115,390 units, +18.8%), the
UK (94,721 units, +15.4%), Italy
(159,614 units, +9.1%), Germany
(143,178 units, +6.2%), but
decreased in France (137,713 units, -

0.9%).
A total of 284,717 mopeds were
registered during the first ten months
of 2015 in the EU, compared to
311,656 during the same period of
2014. This represents a decrease of -
8.6%.
Registrations increased in Spain

(13,440, +5.7%), but declined in
Germany (29,849 units, -6.5%), France
(77,128 units, -9.4%), the UK (8,053
units, -13.1%) and Italy (22,083 units,
-14.6%).
This EU market only data is based on
information available up to 16
December 2015. At that time

registration data for some countries –
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Malta and Slovakia –
was not yet available; markets in the
EFTA zone, such as Norway and
Switzerland, are not included in this
analysis.

www.acem.eu

Italian brake specialist Brembo, a Tier One
supplier to Harley-Davidson, has acted to
protect its brand and customers from
counterfeiting by dispatching high
performance and racing brake parts with
an anti-counterfeiting scratch card and
quality control sheet.
The card is contained in a sealed wallet
inside the box - the customer is able to
reveal a 6-digit code which can be entered
online, along with the card number, part
type and country of purchase - allowing the

customer to see immediately if the part is
genuine.
By entering additional information the
customer can download a certificate of
authenticity. If the website determines that
the part is counterfeit, the customer has to
provide the information that Brembo will
need to launch an investigation.
Products included in the scheme at this
stage are brake calipers, brake discs, brake
and clutch master cylinders and brake
levers. www.brembo.com

Brembo acts against counterfeiters
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E Buell XB
headlight mask

Always a champion of the custom potential of all Buell
models, Italian parts and accessory designer Free Spirits is
offering this competition style headlight mask for use on
Buell XB models. The mask includes solid supports, EU
approved projector style lights and an unpainted
aluminum alloy 'number plate' board. The whole package
is supplied ready wired to connect to the factory loom and
requires no modifications for a quick, easy, reversible
install. FREE SPIRITS, Italy; www.freespirits.it

'Twister' contoured one-piece motorplate
for 4-speed style transmissions
Inspired by their Indian Larry Signature Series electric start kit,
this new Tech Cycle 'Twister' contoured one-piece motorplate for
4-speed style transmissions is said to combine the strength of a
one-piece motorplate with the contoured look of their two-piece
start kits to form a "true piece of engineering beauty."
Tech Cycle’s VP Sales & Marketing Jason Bowman said "now you
can have the clean look found on Indian Larry’s bikes with the
extra strength the real world demands." As with all of their 4-
speed start kits, a Tornado starter is included and an open primary
belt drive system is also available.
"Form and function -- the very definition of the Twister contoured
4-speed motorplate," Jason added. "Tech Cycle is a pioneer in
the motorcycle components field. After introducing 4 and 5-
speed electric start kits for open primary Harley-Davidsons, the
unparalleled Tornado starters were developed for closed primary
applications." The company followed up the Tornado line with
their Cyclone line of high performance open primary belt drive
systems and engine components.

TECH CYCLE PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Penndel, Pennsylvania, USA
Tel: 215 702 8324
info@techcycle.com
www.techcycle.com

MC Baggers now have ABS bearings for 21, 23, 26
and 30 inch wheels and are now finished with a 23
inch wheel version of their award-winning EZ-ON
rake kit - an addition to the existing 26 and 30 inch
wheel versions they have for touring models ’97
and up.
Launched at the 2014 V-Twin Expo, the US Patented

EZ-On rake kit is a mod-
free (no welding, no
frame cutting) solution to
trail-correct raking the
front of a touring model to
allow a 23in, 26in or 30in wheel to
be fitted - the kit allows easy adjustment of the
head bearings and rakes the steering head an
additional seven or nine degrees, with a further
eight, nine or twelve degrees in the triple trees.
MC Baggers say they are offering free DHL
shipping for online orders to the end of 
March 2016.

MC BAGGERS
Seoul, South Korea
Tel: +1 919 647 4601
sales@mcbaggers.com
www.mcbaggers.com

SINCE 1997

 

MC Baggers free shipping
on ABS bearings

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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Precision installation tool
for OE style seals

New cross-over head pipe for Dressers
Bassani Xhaust has
developed a new 2X2
cross-over head pipe for
2009 - 2016 Dressers.
Designed to be a great
solution for someone
wanting to run duals at
an affordable price, these 1-3/4" head
pipes are made to fit under the stock
heat shields, keeping costs down "but
performance up," says Gary Naito.
"They come with a 1-3/4" cross-over
pipe and have both 18mm and 12mm
O2 ports and are made to fit with
stock mufflers or, if preferred, a set of
Bassani Xhaust slip-on mufflers can be
added for a complete performance
exhaust solution."
BASSANI MANUFACTURING, USA,
www.bassani.com

'Sherman' rocker
covers for Twin
Cams

With their industrial, "brutish" style, EMD's new
'Sherman' rocker covers are a "quick fix for the
common Twin Cam." A bolt-on upgrade for all
’99-up Twin Cam models, EMD's 'Sherman' covers
have been designed to "give your Big Twin an
edge and help it stand out from the crowd,"
according to the fast growing French
manufacturer. Made from cast aluminum and
featuring CNC-milled gasket surfaces, the "trend-
breaking" rocker covers are compatible with all
OEM hardware and come in two finishes: raw and
black cut. They have been developed to match the
rest of EMD's range of cast aluminum engine
covers.
ESTEVES MOTORCYCLE DESIGN, France,
www.estmd.com, www.emd-part-usa.com

Leading Californian valve train specialists
Kibblewhite Precision Machining know their way
round the engine from every conceivable angle.
Founded in 1936, if Kibblewhite haven't experienced
it, then nobody has! Hence these installation tools
for OE style seals. 
Machined from 6061-T6 aluminum for increased
accuracy and durability compared to the plastic
installers on the market, they are designed for
precision fitment onto the seal OD to help the builder
center the seal over the valve guide so that a few

light strikes from a hammer is all that is needed to
set the seal. 
The radiused top striking surface reduces the
likelihood of a burr forming from deformation. Each
installation tool is color coded and laser marked for
each seal size by guide diameter.

KIBBLEWHITE PRECISION MACHINING INC
Pacifica, California, USA
Tel: 650 557 2046
sales@kpmi.us
www.kpmi.us
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Metalsport Wheels gets 
"The Whip" out for 2016
The first of what Californian manufacturer
Metalsport Wheels says will be many more new
design wheels to come for 2016, this 3-D wheel is
called "The Whip" and features spokes that wrap
around the outer lip, all the way to the edge "for a
clean look that will "whip" any build into the top of
the class!" 
Available in a choice of chrome, all black anodized
and polished finishes in 18 to 32" with optional dual
or single matching rotors.

METALSPORT WHEELS
South Gate, California, USA
Tel: 562 776 9594
info@metalsportwheels.com
www.metalsportwheels.com

This replacement billet clamp for the factory
Sportster Forty-Eight "built-in handlebar riser"
top tree clamp fits 2010-up Sportster Forty-
Eights. The Joker Machine design replaces the
stock "dedicated to one option handlebar clamp"
with mounting holes that accept pretty much any riser selection. The aircraft
inspired design is CNC machined from billet aluminum in the USA and available
in hard black or clear anodized finishes. The upper tree comes with 1/2-13 riser mounting bolts - the
stock Sportster Forty-Eight front turn signals and speedometer/handlebar clamp are not compatible
with this upper tree. JOKER MACHINE, USA, www.jokermachine.com

Frame filler grills
and firewall
plates

Woodward, Oklahoma based Covingtons Customs
manufactures firewall plates and frame filler
grills to customize the look of bagger or touring
model Harley-Davidsons. The unsightly gaps are
filled with these US made billet aluminum parts in
assorted designs to fit FLH models from 1994 to
present. Available in finned, diamond or dimpled
designs, in chrome or black finish, they ship with
all necessary mounting hardware

COVINGTONS CUSTOMS, USA,
www.covingtonscyclecity.com

Described as "one of the
most durable and reliable
batteries currently on the
market, Twin Power’s
lithium ion battery
provides the user with
ultra-high cranking power,
but only at a third of the
weight of a lead acid
battery," with a claimed
service life of more than twice that of a
conventional lead acid battery.
The battery has a low self-discharge that
allows it to be stored up to one year, if
required. It is said to be perfect for use in
low temperature environments and features
a built-in charge and equalizing protection

that is said to mean that they
can never be over-charged.
The batteries are backed by a
two-year warranty and have
been constructed with no
corrosive liquids or heavy
metals, making them ideal for
the enthusiast who is
concerned about the
environment. They are easy to

install with heavy-duty terminals already in
stock configuration. Superior vibration-
resistant construction allows
multi-directional installation without
damaging the battery. No shimming or
adaptors are required for it to fit the
factory battery box.

BIKER’S CHOICE
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 258 9000
www.bikerschoice.com
www.twinpower-usa.com

Biker's Choice adds lithium ion
batteries to Twin Power program

Sportster 
Forty-Eight 
upper tree
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Öhlins launch new Harley-Davidson
cartridge kits to complement 'Blackline'
rear shock range 
After the success of their Harley-Davidson targeted
'Blackline' shocks, Swedish suspension specialist
Öhlins has introduced its Road & Track NIX22
(22mm) front fork cartridge kit for Dyna and
Sportster models. 
Developed to give the rider great feedback, support
the bike under braking and absorb the shocks

associated with varied road
riding, the company

says that the
design

emphasis
on these
custom application
cartridges has been on
smooth ride comfort and high
quality. 
Containing the Öhlins proven "NIX" design,
the fork internals feature compression damping in
the left leg and rebound damping in the right leg,
which is said to give a more
precise function. Adjustments
are made at the top of the
fork, together with the spring
preload, all designed to make
setting changes as easy as
possible. The cartridge system
is easy to install in standard
front forks. 
Robert Brinkmark, Öhlins
Product  Manager
Motorcycles, commented
"the cruiser market has
become very important for us,
and it's been great to see the
reaction we have had at
dealer shows in both the US
and Europe to our products.
These cartridge kits give yet
more options for those
owners who appreciate the
character of their machines,
but want to experience an
improved ride." 
For FLH/FLT Touring models,
their FKC101 and 102
cartridge kits are designed to
bring "Öhlins' internationally
recognized suspension quality
and performance to Touring
baggers," with the goal being
to "create a high-end
cartridge damping system
with maximum comfort for
the Harley-Davidson forks.
The focus for the development
of this application has been
on vehicle control and a

smooth, comfortable ride."
The kit features an 8mm steel shaft, an
aluminum damper tube and 25 mm pistons.
This kit also features Öhlins NIX technology,
with rebound damping in one leg and
compression damping in the other leg, which
is said to maximize the damping that is
available within the confined diameter of the
fork leg.
Due to the mounting requirements of the
FLH/FLT fork legs, the kit has no external
adjusters but is easy to install in the originally
equipped fork legs. Optional spring rates are
available for individual rider weights,
preferences and motorcycle use. 
The front end kits are said to complement
their STX36 'Blackline' shocks, which, unlike
a lot of the shock absorbers on the market,
have been designed specifically for twin shock
motorcycle applications. A classic monotube
design, it is said that they will withstand the
wide temperature ranges and heavy loads
associated with cruiser and Tourer riding in all
conditions. 
Available in 'dividing piston' or piggyback gas
pressurized system versions, they shocks can
be ordered with a number of different
damping adjustment options, with or without

length adjustment. 
Also seen here, Öhlins offer a 43 mm universal upside
down fork for any custom builder who wants to give
their project "supreme suspension, and at the same
time get the familiar Öhlins Racing design in a choice
of black or gold."
The technology in this fully adjustable fork is said to
have been proven through the years on numerous
applications - from cruisers, streetfighters and
muscle bikes to performance customs, Cafe Racers
and scramblers. 
Also featuring top cap adjustment of spring preload
and rebound adjustment in each leg separately, the
external adjuster on the fork bottom clamps is for
compression adjustments. The fork bottoms are
without brake caliper mountings, to give the fork leg
a clean look for left side brake only applications. 
Stroke is 120mm, with 800mm length and 50mm top
clamp diameter, 54mm lower clamp diameter; they
take a 32mm axle and have an 8.5N/mm spring rate.

ÖHLINS RACING
Upplands Vaesby, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)8 590 025 00
info@ohlins.se
www.ohlins.com

Universal
front fork,
available
in gold and
black 

STX36 Blackline twin shock absorber

FKC101/102 cartridge kit for
FLH/FLT Touring models

NIX22-
Series

cartridge
kit

EXTRA

"The cruiser market
has become very
important for us
and it’s been great
to see the reaction
we have had at
dealer shows in
both the US and
Europe to our
products"
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Huntington Beach,
California based clutch
specialist AIM Corp
has introduced
upgrades for the
Harley-Davidson A&S
(Assist and Slip) 3-
stud style clutch.
Their new VP-SDR is
said to be the first
sliding lock-up system
in the industry and
features a new sliding
weight design. The centrifugal force of the
sliding weights will create 105 lbs extra
clamping pressure at 4000 rpm, creating up
to 40% more clamping force and 120-130
lbs extra clamping pressure at high rpms.
It makes an easier clutch pull option
available - up to 30% lighter during low
rpms - that handles over 105 ft-lbs of
torque with AIM's softer orange springs
installed, and for a street performance
option it handles 120 ft-lbs torque with the
OEM 2013 and up CVO springs.
However, with AIM's new replacement
performance clutch coil spring kit for 2013
and later Harley 3-stud style A&S clutches, it
handles up to 155 ft-lbs torque; the
performance coil springs are rated at being
able to handle 360 lbs of pressure and said
to be 35 percent stronger than the stock
springs.

The slider weights are designed to fit
behind stock 103” and 110" derby covers
and easily installed, in just 10 minutes or so,
through the derby cover without needing to
remove the primary cover - no
modifications are needed.
The kit contains the VP-SDR Lock Up Head
and mounting hardware; performance
clutch coil spring kit available separately. It
fits '13 and later CVO 110 inch models, '13
and later Tri-Glides and Free Wheelers, '15
and later Ultra Limited Low and Electra
Glide Classic Low models, and '15 and later
110 inch Softails.

AIM CORP
Huntington Beach, California, USA
Tel: 714 848 3030
info@aim-tamachi.com
www.aim-tamachi.com

A&S clutch upgrades

SuperTrapp has announced the release of updated
JayBrake brand master cylinders. They are
available in two styles - in H-D style with two
3/8" through mounting holes located 2 ¼" apart
on the center line, and a JayBrake style master
cylinder that features one ¾" through hole and
one 5/16"-18" threaded hole. Both are available
in chrome or black.  SUPERTRAPP, USA,
www.jaybrake.com

JayBrake
master
cylinders

K&N Engineering has introduced a new POS
display for its Wrench-Off oil filters. These new
dispensers are designed to allow for convenient
K&N oil filter organization for quick supply to oil
change customers. Available through Western
Powersports and other authorized K&N
distributors to registered K&N dealers who place
an order of $500 or more of shippable K&N
product (Wrench-Off oil filters or High-Flow air
filters). It is a versatile, adjustable slatwall-mount
display that measures 22”W x 28”H x 6”D and
holds 36 or more K&N Wrench-Off oil filters (drop
ships direct from K&N);  K&N ENGINEERING, USA,
www.knfilters.com

Wrench-Off oil
filter POS

Titanium Protect-A-Sleeve
Avon Lake, Ohio based thermal and sound control
specialist Design Engineering Inc. has introduced a
new high performance line and hose sleeving. Their
Titanium 'Protect-a-sleeve' adds a layer of protection
along with a classy custom look to critical hoses and
electrical wires that are vulnerable to the weather,
abrasion and impact damage - regardless of how
high quality the manufacturer’s sleeving technology
may be.
This kit is great for use on ignition wires, oil lines, fuel

lines and control cables, utilizing a unique braiding
pattern, this 1/2“ ID sleeve can be expanded up to
1” to easily fit over existing fittings or larger diameter
hoses. The basalt based material is very flexible, so
sharp bends and angles are no problem.
Each universal kit includes 4ft of 1/2” diameter
Titanium sleeving and ten pre-cut premium heat
shrink ends.

DESIGN ENGINEERING INC
Avon Lake, Ohio, USA
Tel: 440 930 7940
sales@designengineering.com
www.deipowersports.com
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Scorpion clutch for
Ironhead Sportster
Californian manufacturer Barnett now offers a
Scorpion billet clutch for the ‘71-‘85 Harley-
Davidson Ironhead Sportster.
Said to be a vast improvement over the stock dual
spring clutch, the Scorpion features a 250% increase
in clutch surface area and utilizes six coil springs for
smoother shifting, a more linear engagement and

reduced lever effort. Three different sets of heat-
treated and shot-peened springs are included for a
variety of pressure options to suit virtually any
application. This unit is a direct fit install - no
machining or modifications are required.
Precision machined from billet aluminum and steel,
and featuring the latest clutch plate technology, this

new model-specific clutch allows enthusiasts to
update the notorious weaknesses of the stock
Ironhead Sportster drivetrain, which is widely
regarded as one of the best Harley-Davidson models
ever designed.

BARNETT CLUTCHES & CABLES
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettclutches.com
www.barnettclutches.com

'Imposter' pipe for a "true dual" look
This 'Imposter' pipe from SuperTrapp
allows riders with a 2:1 SuperMeg to
"give their Bagger a true dual look."
A non-functioning, cosmetic left-side
pipe that does not connect to the 2:1
head pipe, it mounts at the
transmission bracket and to the stock
muffler mount bracket. It includes
twenty 4" discs, a closed end cap and
a heat shield, and is available in
chrome or black. SUPERTRAPP, USA,
www.supertrapp.com

Custom bagger grips
Firmly established as precision
manufacturers and innovative designers,
Gilbert, Arizona based Precision Billet is
extending its diverse offering with a
complete line-up of new luxury grips.
The new grips integrate their most popular
design styles while leaving room for
customization by allowing the customer to
choose the end cap inlay. The initial launch
will include the Darkside, Bad Axe, Exotic and
48 edition grips, with others to follow in late
spring. Each of the bagger grips will be
wrapped in top quality black leather, offset
with white stitching or stepped up to their
"super stealthy" knurled ring and carbon
finish - featuring 21 individual pieces per set.

The Exotic edition gives builders, dealers
and riders the ability to inlay the end of the
grips with any of Precision Billet’s inlays, to
match their paint scheme. Buyers can even
supply their own material of choice. The 48
edition is specifically designed for Sportster
riders and finished in a rich black powder-
coat.
Precision Billet’s bagger grips are finished in
black chrome or show chrome.

PRECISION BILLET PRODUCTS
Gilbert, Arizona, USA
Tel: 480 813 1837
info@precisionbillet.co
www.precisionbillet.co
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S&S Cycle's Power Tune 4" Race/Tour mufflers with
billet end caps for 1995-later Harley-Davidson
touring models are now available with Power Band
or Power Thruster end caps, in chrome or black
ceramic coated finish.
S&S Marketing Manager Patrick Garvin explains:
"We've created a high performance 4" muffler with
a removable baffle, allowing the user to choose
between two unique sound levels."
While not legal for sale or use on CA or EPA pollution
controlled motorcycles that were originally equipped
with mufflers containing a catalyst, the S&S Power
Tune mufflers are said to "uncork the true sound of
the Bagger and can be set up for a deep but mellow
growl, or a more wide open and
aggressive rumble."

S&S CYCLE INC
Viola, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com

Power Tune 4" mufflers

"We've created a high performance 4" muffler
with a removable baffle allowing the user to

choose between two unique sound levels"
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Modular motor mounts and
filtered oil tanks

Paughco has announced that they now have the
entire line of components from Yankee Engineuity
available exclusively from them, including "modular
platform" motor mounts.
Manufactured from billet aluminum and polished to
a "flawless" finish, the unique top motor mounts are
able to accept numerous coils and coil mounts while
retaining the basic mount. "Regardless of the year
or model you are working on, there is a YE mount to
cover your needs," says Paughco.
Described as one of the best kept secrets in the
custom H-D industry, the YE line is an "extremely
high quality replacement accessories program that
addresses unique needs and fitment requirements."
The "modular platform" thinking informs many YE
design concepts, which allows builders to add,
remove and change the set-up without eliminating
the entire component. 
Also seen here, Paughco has been manufacturing
replacement and specialty custom oil tanks for
Harley- Davidson and custom H-D based motorcycle

applications for four decades. Among the most
popular are those fitted with screw-on oil filters. 
Fully functional and unique in appearance, these
tanks are said to "eliminate the need for an external
remote filter and make oil changes a cinch." Those
shown here are just a few of the many tank designs
available - all using the same Paughco filter and able
to accept an OEM filter. They are available in chrome
or high gloss black. 

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com
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One of a dozen or more Yankee Engineuity
top motoro mounts that form a "modular

platform" for numerous coils and coil
mounts while retaining the basic mount
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New cool for Old School
Mooneyes Cole Foster headlight

Designed by Cole Foster of Salinas Boyz Custom
fame, this Mooneyes headlight is made from the
same high quality polished aluminum as Mooneyes
popular oil tanks. It has a smooth shape cone body.
A sturdy 1/2" bracket allows for mounting to just
about any location. They are 140 mm long, with a
12V 4 1/2" sealed beam insert and a mounting
block.

EMD "Vitamin A" headlight
housing 

These French made cast aluminum headlamp shells
with distinctive triple grooves accept late style OEM
5-3/4" inserts and matching bezels (aftermarket
inserts require a rubber spacing ring). Cast-in
mounting tabs are spaced at 3/4" (19 mm). The
length is 115mm for 5-3/4" headlight insert. They
are available in bare or dull black.

"Reverb" vintage-style ignition
wire 

These cotton-braided 16-gauge spark plug wires
with vintage herringbone design feature a modern
PVC insulation and stranded copper core. W&W say
that copper core wires should not be used with
electronic ignitions other than Dyna "S" models.
Available in 7mm diameter in black/white or olive
drab/white.

Grimeca handlebar controls 

These hard to find Italian made Grimeca handlebar
controls offer a retro styling flavor with smaller
pistons in the brake master cylinder (12 or 14mm),
making them ideal for single disc applications. Made
in aluminum and black/dull black powder-coat finish,
they fit 1" handlebars. 

The Gasbox battery tray Antigravity
12-Cell

This US made 151mm wide, 109mm high by 84mm
deep universal battery carrier is laser-cut from 3mm
steel and designed to securely custom-mount a 12-
Cell Antigravity battery or any similar dimension unit.

Ronald grips 

Designed to fit 1" bars with a
1-1/8" standard H-D throttle
sleeve, these grips are made out
of a special rubber material that
is said to keep them soft, yet wear resistant - said to
be a perfect match for Pangea Speed Elice footpegs.
Available in black or white, they are 120mm long for
handlebar controls up to 1974.

EMD Toy wheel covers 

These two-piece wheel covers are made in France by
EMD for 16" and 17" rims with spokes and disc or
drum brake. Available bare or black powder-coated,
they need mounting hardware and valve cut-outs.

Red Fox Dots and Reflectors
The tradition to use reflective
ornaments goes back to
the 1940s when they first
appeared in  H-D
accessory catalogs. The
Red Fox dots feature
real glass lenses and are
authentic reproductions
of period parts. With their
4-tab rim they can be easily
applied on saddlebags, leather or jeans jackets and
such like - on hard surfaces they simply require
drilling of a 15/16" (24 mm) hole.
They are also available as Smooth Dots, featuring a
smooth lens surface and four mounting tabs on the
lens rim.
As early as in the 1930s factory accessory catalogs
showed decorative reflectors or jewels, which proved
very popular for decades. You could place them
almost everywhere on the bike to achieve that extra
shine. The selection of Red Fox reflectors includes
various types for multiple purposes, each in different
colours. They are authentic
reproductions of the period
parts with real glass lenses
and correct details.
Indicated lengths are
measured without
stud.
They are available as
Pr ism or  Round
reflectors and as original
style or as improved
reflectivity studded or saddlebag
Glo-Brite reflectors.

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com
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Cast aluminum and "Weirdo"
#5 from Lowbrow
Since the advent of CNC machines, casting has fallen
to the wayside in part due to the tooling costs.
However, Lowbrow Customs are on a mission - to
encourage customizers to embrace the "timeless,
soulful look and feel" of cast parts, and is offering a
line of investment-cast aluminum front and rear
master cylinder covers for a wide array of Harley-
Davidsons from 1982 to 2015, for both front and rear
master cylinders.
Also seen here, their investment-cast aluminum air
cleaner covers for S&S carbs "add some vintage
styling to Super E or G equipped motorcycles in mere
minutes".  Choose between 'Finned', 'Fish Scale' or
Smooth in polished aluminum or black - they utilize
the stock S&S backing plate, air filter element and
mounting hardware.
Adding to their existing line of heavy gauge steel

engine stands, Lowbrow Customs just released black
powder-coat designs for the Harley-Davidson Twin
Cam A, Twin Cam B and Unit Triumph motorcycle
engines. 
Finally, the fifth instalment of "Weirdo.” Lowbrow
Customs' popular periodical that features new
motorcycle parts and accessories from around the
world, customer bike photos, tech tips and
underground motorcycle event coverage, is available
now. Produced on an ad-hoc basis, it is a retro-fest
and a gold mine of parts and accessory ideas. 

LOWBROW CUSTOMS
Brunswick, Ohio, USA
Tel: 885 456 9276
sales@lowbrowcustoms.com
www.lowbrowcustoms.com

Fishscale Air cleaner covers for S&S carbs

Investment-cast aluminum front and rear master cylinder covers

Heavy gauge steel engine stands
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James primary gaskets
Seen here for 2007 Touring models, James Gaskets
offer the most comprehensive range of complete
primary gasket and seal kits on the market.
Precision manufactured in stiff chemical and heat
tolerant aluminum, the cross-linked Foamet Nitrile
synthetic rubber is chemically blown to create a soft,

conformable layer that is permanently bonded to the
SAE 5052 H38 aluminum core.
The Foamet compresses, providing excellent torque
retention sealability, with no additional sealants
required.
Founded in 1979, and still under family ownership at
its 46,000 sq ft, Dayton, Nevada facility, James Gaskets
has always been well known for its investment in
materials research and use of the best available metals
and sealant techniques for the applications concerned.
In the case of James Gaskets' Nitrile Foamet technology
(or Nitrile Butadiene Rubber - NBR - to give its full

technical name), �it delivers good overall resistance to
oils and the chemical 'packages' usually included in
modern day oil formulas. It also delivers excellent heat
resistance with the added advantage of superior
conformance to the sealing surfaces found in OE and
aftermarket v-twin primaries and improved tolerance
of the lower clamping loads used in v-twins.
James offer gaskets, seals and kits for most applications
on all Harley-Davidson models from 1936 to present -
its popular gasket boards are widely regarded as a
workshop credential, a hallmark of service excellence.

JAMES GASKETS
Dayton, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 2220
info@jamesgaskets.com
www.jamesgaskets.com

James' complete aluminum Foamet kits for 2007
and up Touring models

Slamtail adds
spring pre-load
adjuster kit

Victoria, Australia based manufacturer
Slamtail continues to win plaudits for what is
claimed to be the world's first hydraulically
actuated lowering system for Twin Cam
powered Softail models.
Designed by former Formula 1 suspension
engineer Ken Rutherford, the proposition was
a simple one - to create a high quality, over-
engineered, easy to install lowering kit that
allows riders to adjust the stance of their
Softail without losing the stock ride quality of
the bike.
Slamtail is unique because it attaches to the
stock OEM shocks and uses a key fob to
operate hydraulic rams that adjust the ride
height of the bike while retaining the stock
ride quality at any height. 
Now Slamtail has released an additional
spring pre-load adjuster kit, so the ride can
be firmed-up for better handling by
eliminating "spring sag" with the included
pre-load adjuster wrench. This accessory kit is
installed at the same time the Slamtail is
going in while the shocks are apart - a highly
recommend addition if passengers are carried
regularly.
Once activated, the self-contained on-board
electro-hydraulic power generates over
1000psi fluid pressure that moves fluid
through high quality aerospace spec stainless
steel braided Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
hydraulic hoses, which are swaged (not
crimped) at both ends. 
This fluid pressure lengthens and shortens
two hydraulic rams that are attached to the
Harley spring/shock assemblies with a
retracting force of over one ton per ram. This
is a closed looped system which, Rutherford
says, means it will not leak and loose
pressure like most air ride systems on the
market even after long rides, or extended
periods of storage.

SLAMTAIL SUSPENSION
Essendon Fields, Victoria, AUSTRALIA
shop@slamtail.com.au
www.slamtail.com

Now available to dealers in Europe through the
Motorcycle Storehouse sales network, the S&S TC3 oil
pump and cam support plate are a direct replacement
for the stock style oil pumps and cam support plate, and
are compatible with chain and gear driven cam shafts.
CNC machined from forged aluminum for improved
strength and precision, the cam support plate is more
forgiving for cam run-out and offers an adjustable oil
pressure regulator, service friendly removable
passage plugs, a re-buildable bronze pinion shaft
bushing and, for 07-up models, re-buildable bronze
cam bushings as well.
The oil pump comes with three sets of gerotors for
consistent pressure and increased oil scavenging for a
reliable oil return. Screens and magnetic traps are used
to catch debris before it can do the kind of damage to
the scavenge rotors that is common with the stock
pumps.

Two kits are available for model years that include ‘99-
‘06 TCA/B (excluding '00-'02 Softail and 2006 Dyna)
and ‘07-‘15 TCA/B and 2006 Dyna. Models that are
still equipped with the early stock spring loaded chain
tensioners (‘99-‘06) will require a 2007-up style
upgrade.
Also seen here, the Kuryakyn XKursion Classic luggage
line "offers a variety of styles and sizes manufactured
with the serious rider in mind." Each bag features a
durable premium UV-rated, weather-resistant 1200
denier Maxtura material construction, are custom
thermo-formed with an integrated internal support
structure for durability and shape
retention, with secure
mounting options,
Reflect-A-Light
custom reflective
patches and multi-
pocket l ined
interior.

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE BV
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
info@mcseurope.nl
www.mcseurope.nl

TC3 oil pump and cam support
plate kit; XKursion luggage
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Zodiac Tfi and more
Zodiac "TOP Fuel Injection"
adjustable fuel injection tuner

Available for almost any fuel injected Harley,
including 2016 Softails, the "TOP Fuel Injection"
adjustable fuel injection tuner is a ready to ride plug-
in module for stock motorcycles or those fitted with
a performance exhaust and/or performance air
cleaner. Commonly referred to as a "Stage 1"
package, installation does not require any splicing of
the wire harness or making other permanent
modifications to the bike. It comes pre-loaded with
a model-specific base tune file - the unit features
three-button individual bike/rider-specific fine-
tuning for computer and dyno-free performance
maximization. Utilizing the latest in load-based
technology in fuel injection performance, it detects
the exact amount of load on the engine at any speed
and rpm, delivering the right amount of fuel to the
engine for optimum performance. Zodiac say this
makes the design "superior over fuel injection
modules that work off the throttle position, as
throttle positions can be the same at different speeds
and with different loads on the engine, meaning the
same amount of fuel can be injected into the engine
in varying conditions." 

S&S Evo-style engine packages

As an alternative to
complete rebuilds of Evo
Big Twin engines,
especially if the crankshaft
is at the end of its life
span, the oil pump is almost gone or the crankcases
are cracked, the S&S 1.340cc Evolution style Big Twin
engine represents a cost effective alternative - and
one that dyno tests have shown to deliver up to 40
percent increased power and an 18 percent torque
boost compared to a stock Evo in good condition. If
the ignition is still good and the stock Keihin CV or

existing stock replacement Mikuni, S&S Super E or
other carburetor also still has plenty of miles left in
it, then the S&S Evo-style engine can be ordered
without carburetor, air cleaner and ignition. These
engines come in stock-style natural aluminum or
black powder coat finish and are covered by a 1 year
(parts only) warranty. If the carb or ignition could also
do with a change, they are also available complete
with an S&S Super E carburetor, teardrop style air
cleaner and S&S Single Fire Super Stock ignition and
backed up with a 2-year warranty on parts and labor.

Rivera HED LED spotlight and drive
light units

These 4-1/2" spotlight units match perfectly with
Rivera's HED LED headlight units and fit in almost
any OEM and aftermarket 4-1/2" drive light or
spotlight. They give almost three times as much light
as normal Halogen bulbs. Sold in sets of two, the
units feature Low and High beam, so in fact give you
a set of drive lights plus a set of spotlights. 

Stealth Super Coils and wires
Accel Stealth Super Coils eliminate the need for
ignition wires and a separate coil forever by
integrating the coil into the spark plug boot. A
beautiful cast aluminum cover that blends with the
cooling fins on the cylinder head holds the coil in
place and acts as a functional heat sink to pull heat
away from the cylinder head. All wiring is hidden in
the fins of the head for a clean and custom look.
Available in black or silver, that match stock Harley
engine colors for a true Stealth look, for 2007 and
up Sportsters, 2002 and up fuel injected Touring
models and fuel injected Softails (2001 and up) and
Dyna's (2004 and up).

Playmaker 7" LED
headlight unit
The Playmaker is
described as a super
bright high and low
beam E-approved
LED headlight that
gives 3 times as much
light as common H4 bulb
units. The hard coated UV
resistant polycarbonate cover and lens is designed
to cope with harsh environmental conditions, while
the 10-piece 10W LEDs provide "hyper-brightness"
- they produce light with a color temperature of
6000-6500K, which is close to daylight. High Beam
gives 3800 LM and draws only 3.5A; low beam gives
2800 LM and draws only 2.5A. Available with a
choice of chrome or black covered Stepless Thermal
Management System, it fits 1994 to present Touring
models (except Road Glide), 2009 to present Trike
models, and 1991 to present Softail models
equipped with a headlamp Nacelle (may also fit
other models with a 7" headlight unit). It comes pre-
wired and plugs straight into the normal H4 style
bulb socket. An adapter cable to the 2014-up style
H13 bulb socket is also included.

Brake Tee for ABS equipped Dyna
and Sportster
models
These trick little brake
line tees allow you to
use Zodiac’s TÜV
approved Goodridge
brake lines on ABS
equipped single and
dual disc 2014 to
present Sportster and
2012 to present Dyna
models. Billet aluminum with polished or black
anodized finish. Available polished or black
anodized, two holes are for the stock ABS hose
connection, three other holes come with M10x1.25
threads for use with Goodridge fittings/banjos - one
of which can be plugged for single disc applications.

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl
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Turn-Down slip-ons
for hard bags
Fort Wayne, Indiana based bagger custom parts and
conversion specialist Bad Dad's new Turn-Down
exhaust is said to be "the cleanest exhaust set-up
for any stretched saddlebag project, with no rear
exhaust exits."
These slip-on mufflers allow the exhaust to exit
underneath the saddlebag. Featuring a built-in baffle
to create a "great classic sound", they fit any 1995-
current Touring model with a dual head pipe, which
makes this is a great exhaust set-up for any custom
bagger project.
Meanwhile, as an alternate approach, Bad Dad's
Long Strokes exhaust pipes are designed specifically
for stretched bags. Angle-cut and elongated to show

the perfect amount of chrome from the back of
stretched bags, the chrome slip-on mufflers fit 1995
to current year Touring models and are described as
having "a deep idle with moderate exhaust note that
won’t upset the neighbors, but will sound as good
as your custom bagger looks."
Also seen here is a complete speaker lid kit for
upgrading Road King or Softail hard saddlebags. The
company says this kit puts high-powered speakers
directly into the hard bags and allows easy access to
music through the system’s Bluetooth controller.
The complete kit includes speaker lids, grilles, 200+
Watt speakers, 400-Watt amp, wiring harness,
Bluetooth controller, and all mounting hardware and
seals. Available with or without LED taillights, flush-
mounted into the speaker lid’s custom bodyline.

BAD DAD INC.
Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA
Tel: 260 407 2000
sales@baddad.com
www.baddad.com

Speaker lid package

Turn-Down exhaust

Long Strokes
exhaust
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Just released by GMA, a subsidiary of Belt Drives
Limited, these updated forward controls incorporate
"noteworthy modifications targeting specific
customer requests," according to the company.
The mounting brackets have been completely
reshaped from earlier models providing a lower
profile and "unique, super clean appearance."  They
also now feature a splined shift arm with a pinch
bolt for plenty of indexing options. The shaft is larger
in diameter and supported by an oil impregnated
bronze bushing pressed into the left side mounting
bracket.
"We've also now fitted an adjustable actuating rod
and clevis design while retaining the adjustable
indexing foot lever. A nice touch to get both the
brake and shifter levers right where they are wanted.

"The redesigned mounting brackets make for a
simple, unhindered installation and provide plenty
of clearance for aftermarket frames. The new
controls will fit standard OEM (3) hole left side and
(2) hole right side FX and early FL style frames."
GMA say they fit 1986-1999, but they will also fit
earlier models - 70’s Shovelhead applications
require a modified voltage regular mount.

Manufactured by BDL in their Anaheim, California
factory.

BELT DRIVES LTD
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 693 1313
info@beltdrives.com
www.beltdrives.com

BDL updates popular
GMA controls
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German accessory specialist Kellermann has
unveiled its all new CR4 key indicator relay
- "a real magic box for the motorcycle" -
that is suitable for all 12V motorcycles.
Described as the ultimate all-in-one
solution for motorcycles with an indicator
switch when LED indicators are being
installed, the load-independent indicator
relay elevates the functionality of older
motorcycles to an up-to-date level and
even optimizes the electronics of currently
bikes. It replaces the original 2-3 pole
flasher relay.
The CR4 offers many new control options -
indicating, warning, braking, start, alarm
and much more. But the clever part of the
design is that the rider only needs to use
what they really want - the rider remains in
control and can custom-tune the operation
to his/her preferences.
The CR4 has an alarm unit, indicator unit
with convenience functions, hazard warning
unit, adaptive break light and starter
assistant. The core competence of the CR4
is the "comfort flasher" for new LED lights,
with what Kellermann's research suggests
is the perfect pulse of 75 flashes per
minute.
The adaptive brake light makes the ride

more safe - emergency
or very strong braking
will create a flashing
break light for
improved manoeuvre
visibility.
The alarm unit signals thieves its protected
status with a control light and reacts on
movements or shocks, with warning signals
from horn and indictors.
The starter assistant lets the engine start
after the hand brake is pulled three times,
and the hazard flasher can run without the
ignition key, until shut-off manually or by
the battery protection.
Kellermann say the CR4 clearly is a smart
all-in-one solution for the electronics of the
motorcycle and that it installs easily -
connecting directly to the motorcycle's

wiring as an
exchange

indicator relay (only
additional horn and

constant-live connections are
required).
Made in Germany, it is ECE
tested, load independent,
suitable for turn indicator
switches, intuitive in operation,
prevents the accompanying
flashing of non-activated
indicators, has turn indicator
reset memory and comes as a
slim-line 80mm long x 21mm
wide x 12mm unit with a high

quality metal casing for installation almost
anywhere on the motorcycle.

KELLERMANN
Aachen, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)241 938 080
From the US Tel: 01149 241 938 080
info@kellermann-online.com
www.kellermann-online.com

Exchange indicator relay for
versatile function control
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Bagger front end packages
Pickard USA is offering dealers cost-effective 23 and
26 inch front end packages for Harley Baggers -
providing everything needed for a make-over
without having to cut the frame for a massive range
of personalized, reversible custom options.
Choose a wheel from Pickard's extensive range of
spoked billet wheel designs, then choose a fender
style, and Pickard will complete the kit with two
matching rotors, with what they say is a "100
percent wobble-free bolt-on Bagger triple tree"
(available in a choice of finishes) , a 23" Avon tire
and a front lowering kit with extended fork stops.
Pickard say that the advantage of buying
components on a package basis is that dealers are
guaranteed matched products that fit quickly, easily
and safely, and that their dealers can offer their own
customers access to a program that features "an
extensive range of US made choices, so you can help
your riders achieve the personalized look they want."
The TracMax ABS wheel speed correction module for
2014 – 2015 Touring models with 21, 23, 26 or 30
inch aftermarket front wheel sizes is available from
Pickard.
The company says that their chromed wheels

"undergo a triple-plate show chrome process, which
carries a 2 year warranty" and that "year and model-
specific hubs are assembled, mounted and trued
before shipping, which allows the stock wheel
spacers to be utilized."

PICKARD USA
Richardson, Texas, USA
Tel: 972 231 1298
info@pickardusa.com
www.pickardusa.com

Breast Cancer Awareness wheel
Californian manufacturer Renegade Wheels has
taken the fight against Breast Cancer to a new
level with this unique Breast Cancer Awareness
wheel design. The familiar ribbon spoke pattern
rims are available in 21 x 3" (complete
application and pricing details available on their
website), and finishes are in all chrome, chrome
with pink highlights or any other color. Best of all,
a portion of proceeds from each wheel sale is
donated directly to the "Susan G. Komen for the
cure" charity. RENEGADE WHEELS, USA,
www.renegadewheels.com

Master cylinder bleeding solution
Californian manufacturer JIMS USA has designed
this master cylinder bleeding solution to allow
technicians to be able to draw a vacuum on the
hydraulic system by using specially designed lids
with an air fitting which, when connected to a
vacuum bleeder, pulls air out of the hydraulic
system. The lids are intentionally made clear to
enable the technician to see bubbles bleeding
from the brake fluid. When the bubbles cease, the
hydraulic system is bled. 
JIMS offers five different lids that fit many
Harley-Davidson models and a Master Kit that
contains all five bleeder lids in a storage case.
Individual kits are available for those who need a

specific bleeder lid. JIMS brake bleeding lids are
designed to be used with an air-powered vacuum
bleeder, readily available from automotive tool
suppliers. 
JIMS USA, California, USA, www.jimsusa.com
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These all new Arlen Ness fairing kits for the
2014 Indian Scout (only) are available in
gloss black or paintable finish and add style
as well as protection. The kits include the
fairing body, windshield, fasteners,
mounting brackets, and all necessary
hardware.
Also seen here, this all new adjustable
height performance shock for the Indian
Chief gives the rider a correct way to lower
the bike while improving ride quality. Pre-
set to 310 mm length, which lowers the
bike 38mm (1-1/2") and with the spring rate
adjusted for a 200 lb. rider, both the shock
height is adjustable from factory height to
1-1/2" lower, and the preload adjustability

allows the rider to set the spring preload to
their own individual weight.
These new Arlen Ness billet wheels for
Indian Motorcycles (the 'Knockout' and the
'Flurry') are constructed from forged billet

aluminum, engineered for durability as
well as looks and rigorously tested in
both computer simulated and in
physical environment of real-world

miles.
Each wheel places the highest material
strength in the same direction as the
operating load, creating a strong wheel
capable of enduring a lifetime of use;
available in chrome or black anodized
finish.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com
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'Outlaw' 2-1 exhaust and body kit for Indians
Phoenix, Arizona based bagger specialist
Azzkikr Customs is offering a new custom
conversion and builder kit for Indian baggers.
The 'Outlaw' kit - fender, stretched bags and
side panels - fits all Indian baggers and, as seen
here, is designed to work with their 'Outlaw' 2
into 1 exhaust. Said to have been inspired by
their DLUX parts engineers, the "timeless and
flowing design" of the exhaust is a match for
the styling of all Azzkikr's parts, offering a
"deep, rich sound, unparalleled performance
and choice of chrome or black finish." 

AZZKIKR CUSTOMS, USA,
www.azzkikrcustombaggers.com
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The AMD World Championship of Custom
Bike Building is used by many professional
bike builders to publicize their businesses,

but the event also attracts privateer
builders. At the 2014 Championship the
highest placed privateer in the Freestyle

class was Alpo Varis with his classic
Swedish style chop Jupiter

T
O place highly in the

 AMD

World Championship
 of

Custom Bike Building
 is a

major achievement f
or any

custom shop, but wh
en it is a

privateer builder wh
o has a bike finish

in the Top 20 of the F
reestyle class, it is

an even greater achi
evement. At the

2014 Championship 
this goal was

reached by Alpo Vari
s, whose bike

Jupiter placed 15th i
n the Freestyle

class. 

Since Alpo Varis lives in Finland, it should come as no surprise that he looked
to traditional Swedish Choppers for inspiration for his custom build Jupiter
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Varis came to be competing at the World
Championship after winning the
Scandinavian affiliate show in 2013, when
he took the top spot at the annual Twin
Club show in Norrtälje, Sweden, and
Jupiter is a classically styled Swedish
Chopper with the classic look, but using
modern technology.
Varis turned to S&S for motive power and
made use of one of the company’s
Panhead style motors, but to keep the
build period looking and the lines of the
build as clean as possible, he runs the
motor with a Morris magneto, negating
the need for a battery and relying on a
kickstart to get the bike running. The
kickstart itself is on a Rivera Primo
gearbox which runs a RevTech clutch and
an open chain primary drive. Shifts are
handled by a short jockey shift and a
matching foot-operated clutch. 

To keep the motor reliable it has been left
mechanically alone, the only changes from
stock are the addition of an air cleaner
cover made by Varis, and the custom 2-
into-2 exhaust pipes that run inside the
frame rails. 
The frame itself was also built by Varis,
and as is typical of Swedish style Chops,
has a very high head stock with lots of
space above the motor. This design
feature also allowed Varis to run a set of
25in over-length forks. The Girder style
forks are yet another part of the build
that Varis completed himself and features
on them include an internally routed line
for the Performance Machine brake
caliper that is activated by a KustomTech
lever. 
One of the few parts on the bike not built
from scratch by Varis are the wheels. To
get a period look he equipped Jupiter

with a set of Invader rims. The front of
the bike runs a 21in rim with an Avon
Speedmaster, while at the back there’s a
Firestone mounted on the 16in wheel.
However, the parts made by Varis that
feature on Jupiter include the handlebars,
footpegs, headlamp and taillight, the
extremely high sissybar, both the gas and
oil tanks, the rear fender, and with the
help of Satula Ilkka, the red metal flake
vinyl seat. In fact the only work not done
on Jupiter by Varis himself was the paint,
which was taken care of by Sonja Ekbom. 
Varis’ hard work and dedication in
building a Chopper that follows the
traditional Swedish styling was certainly
appreciated by his fellow competitors at
the 2014 AMD World Championship of
Custom Bike Building when the bike was
placed 15th in the Freestyle class. 
ASV / ALPO VARIS

Not only did Alpo Varis
build the Girder fork for his
chop, but he then created
the custom front light to

finish it off

The one-off air cleaner is just one of the many parts
on Jupiter that were hand-made by Varis

www.AMDchampionship.com

The high sissybar
balances visually
with the 25in
over-length forks
on Jupiter

The brake line for the PM
caliper is run internally
through the fork leg

Varis combined
traditional looks with
modern reliability by
using a Panhead style
engine from S&S Cycle
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DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK
Canada
Parts Canada

Tel: (403) 250 6247

New Zealand
Australia
Performance Cycle 
Wholesale-NZ

Tel: 006493081634

Japan
Neo Factory

Tel: 0081432128082

Three Miles Trade 
Tel: 0081252312811

Europe
Custom Chrome 
Europe-Germany

Tel: 0049 671 88888 - 0

W&W Cycles-Germany
Tel: 0049 931 250 6116

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000

Zodiac Int.-NL
Tel: 0031 297 284 821

USA
Bikers Choice
Tel: 817 258 9030

Drag Specialties
Tel: 608 758 1111

MC Advantages
Tel: 800 726 9620

MID-USA 
Tel: 314 351 3733

Tedd Cycle
Tel: 845 565 2806

TEC Dist. 
Tel: 978 352 4710

INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

Tel: 2 888 2 1900

Email: cassons@cassons.com.au

AUSTRIA

ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH

TEL: 0676 486 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE

ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 758451

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY

ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

POLAND

ZODIAC POLAND

Tel: +48 502 645 988

Email:  zodiac-poland@zodiac.nl 

SPAIN

ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 96 81 42067

Email: zodiac-espana@zodiac.nl

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 

Australia

Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada

Power Twins 
Tel: 403 250 6611

Germany

Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles
Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands

Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle 

Wholesale
Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA

Bikers Choice
Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Tec Dist. 
Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440 FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

SALES@TECMATE-INT.COM

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS

T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG

T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA

T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

BULGARIA – SENAX LTD.

T. (359)29441011 office@senax.bg

CROATIA - NOVEMA NOVA D.O.O

T. (385) 47715930 info@novema-nova.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)

T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - NELLEMAN & DREWSEN APS 

T. (45)(8743) 5433 pb@nellemanhandel.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC

T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B

T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS

T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS

T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH

T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH

T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 

T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE

T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 

T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 

T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - EKON TEKNIC

T. (30)(210)9221500 info@ekon.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.

T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT

T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - NITRO SPORT EHF.

T. (354)-55 74 848 ragnar@nitro.is

IRELAND - 

INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE

T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI

T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION

T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES

T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MAXMOTO

T. (371)-67 81 78 16 andris.krumins@maxmoto.lv

MALTA - MAGAZA MOTORCYCLE SERVICES

T. (356)21443716 mazaga@maltanet.net

MOROCCO - SHENO

T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES

T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS

T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.

T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE

T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS

T. (351)(232)961841

geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE

T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

ROMANIA – MOTOBOOM

T. (40) 258734988 contact@motoboom.ro

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD

T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 

TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.

T. (34)(936)376 611

euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB

T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG

T. (41)(91) 683-0333 

robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG

T. (41)(41) 926-6111

claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL

T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO

T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI

T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 

TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com

EUROPE - PARTS EUROPE

T. (49)6501 9695 2000 info@partseurope.eu
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SIGN-UP TO THE 
DIGITAL EDITION TODAY
www.amdmag.com

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK

w w w. b e l t d r i v e s . c o m

http://www.deipowersports.com
http://www.bareknucklechoppers.com
http://www.jamesgaskets.com
http://www.beltdrives.com


Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-

3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

Contact: Al Sobel

HELMET CITY
Delray Beach. Florida. USA
Tel. TOLL FREE:  
1-888 550 3731

Tel. Intnl: 1-561 330 3700
Fax: 1-561 330 2501

IMPORTERS &
DISTRIBUTORS

WANTED
CURRENT

DISTRIBUTORS

CZECH REPUBLIC
Tomás Cerny

Moto Classic, s.r.o
Royal Enfield Pro CR a SR

Tel: 00420 775 997 648
e-mail: info@royal-enfield.cz

NETHERLANDS
Bad Boy Helmets

Tel: 0031 (0)653 119 597

e-mail: info@badboy.nl
www.badboy.nl

SPAIN
GZM/Accessories Unlimited

Tel: 0034 96 6758000
Fax: 0034 96 6758015
e-mail: gzm@gzm.es

www.helmetsales.com

If not, then you need
to stock and sell the

U.S.A’s fastest growing
line of custom helmets
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THIS MONTH’S ADVERTISERS

AIM Corp (US) Clutches & gear kits ..............................................................................................64

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Parts & Accessories ........................................................................18-19

Badlands Motorcycle Products (US) Illuminator modules ................................................................13

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Scorpion clutch basket ..................................................................38

Belt Drives Ltd (US) GMA forward controls, GMA floorboards, Distributor network ................44,50,59

Darkhorse Crankworks (US) Crank assembly balancing & rebuilds ..................................................39

DNA Specialty (US) Trike axle ........................................................................................................31

DP Brakes and Clutches North America (US) Brakes & clutches ......................................................16

Drag Specialties (US) RWD fairings ................................................................................................23

Easyriders Events (US) V-Twin Expo 2016 ......................................................................................63

Fehling (DE) Parts & accessories ....................................................................................................60

Goodridge USA (US) Parts & accessories ........................................................................................60

Hawg Halters Inc (US) Calipers, triple trees, front ends ....................................................................2

Helmet City Inc (US) D.O.T. & novelty helmets, Distributor network ............................................36,58

James Gaskets (US) Carburetor kits, Distributor network............................................................54,59

Joker Machine (US) High performance air cleaners ........................................................................35

Kellermann (DE) New Bullet 1000 series ........................................................................................38

Kibblewhite Precision Machining Inc (US) KPMI cylinder studs ........................................................41

Kustom Tech (IT) Parts & accessories ..............................................................................................14

LePera Enterprises (US) Seats ........................................................................................................12

Mag Connection (FR) Distributor ..................................................................................................15

MC Baggers (US) EZ-ON Rake Kit ..................................................................................................32

Metalsport Wheels (US) New polished line of wheels ....................................................................16

Mid-USA Motorcycle Parts (US) Parts and accessories ....................................................................34

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Ultima engine rebuild program ....................................................13

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) Distributor, International Sales Offices ............................................46-47

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Wiring harnesses & fluid lines ..................................................32

National Cycle (US) Windshields and accessories............................................................................50

Rebuffini Cycles (IT) SR 45 Control lever for Harley-Davidson..........................................................48

Renegade Wheels (US) Rapture wheel ..........................................................................................33

Rivera Primo (US) Pro Clutch & Variable Pressure Cutch Assist ..........................................................9

Rush Racing Products (US) High performance products ............................................................20,43

S&S Cycle (US) Service & Speed Center engine rebuild program, Powertune mufflers..................11,25

SBS Friction (DK) SBS brake pads ..................................................................................................29

Spectro Oils of America (US) Premium-quality lubricants ................................................................44

Surflex (IT) Clutches for Harley-Davidson........................................................................................10

Tech Cycle Performance Products Inc (US) Belt drives & starters......................................................32

TecMate (BE) Optimate 6 select ......................................................................................................9

Terre Di Moto (IT) 2016 Biker Fest - The Italian Bike Week ..............................................................61

Thunder Heart Performance Corp (US) ThunderMax performance ECM............................................41

TTS Motorcycles (DE) Rims & wheels..............................................................................................45

Vance & Hines (US) Demand Vance & Hines..............................................................................52-53

WUNDERKIND-Custom (DE) Custom parts ....................................................................................13

Zodiac International (NL) Parts & accessories, European offices ......................................................57

THIS MONTH’S EDITORIAL ITEMS

ACCEL Motorcycle Products (US) Stealth Super Coils distributed by Zodiac ....................................42

ACEM (BE) EU motorcycle registrations..........................................................................................17

AIM Corp (US) A&S clutch upgrades ..............................................................................................28

Alpo Varis (FI) Bike Feature: Jupiter ..........................................................................................55-56

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Ness lines for Victory models ..............................................................51

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Combustion Victory concept, built by Zach Ness ..................................64

Azzkikr Customs (US) 2:1 exhaust and body kit for Indians ............................................................51

Bad Dad Inc (US) Turn-Down slip-ons for hard bags ......................................................................45

Baker Drivetrain (US) NewsBrief: Open on Saturdays ......................................................................64

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Scorpion clutch for Ironhead Sportster ..........................................30

Bassani Xhaust (US) New cross-over head pipe for Dressers ..........................................................22

Belt Drives Ltd (US) Updates popular GMA controls ......................................................................46

Brembo (IT) Acts against counterfeiters..........................................................................................17

Covingtons Customs (US) Frame filler grills and firewall plates ......................................................24

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) Titanium Protect-a-sleeve ..........................................................28

Drag Specialties (US) Reaches CARB agreement ............................................................................10

Drag Specialties (US) Show dates for 2016 ....................................................................................14

Easyriders Events (US) V-Twin Expo preview ..................................................................................1,8

Esteves Motorcycle Design (FR) Rocker covers for Twin Cams..........................................................22

Esteves Motorcycle Design (FR) Headlight and wheel covers distributed by W&W Cycles ................37

Free Spirits (IT) Buell XB headlight mask ........................................................................................21

Grimeca (IT) Handlebar controls distributed by W&W Cycles ..........................................................37

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) Comment: Harley-Davidson share price review ..................4-5

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) NewsBrief: Free museum admission H.O.G. benefit ................8

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) Wandell to make pistons, sell batteries to H-D? ....................8

James Gaskets (US) Primary gaskets ..............................................................................................40

JayBrake (US) Master cylinders ......................................................................................................28

JIMS USA (US) Master cylinder bleeding solution ..........................................................................49

John Doe (DE) Shirts distributed by Motorcycle Storehouse ............................................................10

Joker Machine (US) Sportster Forty-Eight upper tree ......................................................................24

K&N Engineering (US) Wrench-Off oil filter POS ............................................................................28

Kellermann (DE) Exchange indicator relay ......................................................................................47

Kibblewhite Precision Machining (US) Precision installation tool for OE style seals ..........................22

Kuryakyn USA (US) Regional "insider summits" with Mustang ......................................................12

Lowbrow Customs (US) Cast aluminum and latest edition of "Weirdo" ..........................................39

MC Baggers USA (US) New ABS bearing for EZ-ON rake kit............................................................21

Metalsport Wheels (US) New wheel - The Whip..............................................................................24

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) 2016 catalog ..............................................................................12

MIC (US) NewsBrief: Domestic US motorcycle sales up ....................................................................8

MIC (US) More female riders in USA than ever ..............................................................................14

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) 2016 clothing and lifestyle catalog ....................................................10

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) TC3 oil pump; XKursion luggage ........................................................40

Mustang Motorcycle Products (US) Regional "insider summits" with Mustang ..............................12

Ohlins Racing (SE) New Blackline rear shocks ................................................................................26

Paughco Inc (US) Modular motor mounts and filtered oil tanks ......................................................35

Pickard USA (US) Bagger front end packages ................................................................................49

Polaris Industries Inc (US) NewsBrief: Lower 2015 sales and earnings guidance ................................8

Precision Billet Products (US) Custom bagger grips ........................................................................30

Renegade Wheels (US) Breast cancer awareness wheel ..................................................................49

Rivera Primo (US) HED LED spotlights distributed by Zodiac............................................................42

S&S Cycle (US) Power Tune 4" mufflers..........................................................................................33

S&S Cycle (US) TC3 oil pump distributed by Motorcycle Storehouse ................................................40

S&S Cycle (US) Evo-style engine packages distributed by Zodiac ....................................................42

Salinas Boyz Customs (US) Mooneyes headlight distributed by W&W Cycles ..................................37

Slamtail Suspension (AU) Spring pre-load adjuster kit ....................................................................40

SuperTrapp Industries Inc (US) Imposter pipe..................................................................................30

TC Bros. Choppers (US) NewsBrief: To Sponsor Born Free Custom Motorcycle Show........................64

Tech Cycle Performance Products (US) Contoured one-piece motorplate ........................................21

The Gasbox (US) Battery tray distributed by W&W Cycles ..............................................................37

Tucker Rocky Distributing (US) Biker's Choice lithium ion batteries..................................................24

Victory Motorcycles (US) Combustion concept................................................................................64

W&W Cycles (DE) Product round-up ..............................................................................................37

Zodiac International (NL) ProGuide Extra: Product round-up ..........................................................42

This INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition. It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items
published this month. The INDEX will act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other editions either

for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has appeared. The INDEX appears in every edition of AMD .
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"The Modern American Muscle brand"
Victory Motorcycles revealed the final
instalment in their 1200cc concept
series at the International Motorcycle
Show in New York City in December.
This concept, called "Combustion," is
powered by the production version of
the engine that made its debut last
month at EICMA in Milan. It was built
by Zach Ness and revealed at the
Unions Garage in Brooklyn, NY, just
prior to its public showing at the NY
IMS.
"Our family has a long-standing
relationship with Victory Motorcycles
as a dealer, special edition designer
and building one-off customs based
on many Victory production bikes in
the past," says Zach.
"It’s always fun to look into the future,
so to have the trust of Victory to create
a more conceptual bike at such an
early stage in the development of such
an exciting new project has been
great. Also, I have to say that as one of
the first to ride with this new engine,
it absolutely RIPS"!
This Ness concept follows the Milan,
Italy, EICMA reveal of a concept bike
built by Drag Racer and custom bike
builder Urs Erbacher of Switzerland
(Fat Attack Custombikes). His concept
bike, known as "Ignition," took the
first pre-production engine and
wrapped it in an aggressive
sportbike-inspired stance
intended to satisfy
needs of European
riders.
Polaris go on to say

that both the "Ignition" concept and
the "Combustion" concept are
propelled by "production-intent"
engines that will power a new model
Victory Motorcycle to be revealed in
2016. 
The engine is a 1200cc liquid cooled
60 degree V-twin design with four
valves per cylinder.
"This new engine platform offers the
most versatility in American
motorcycling," says Motorcycle
Product Director Gary Gray. "Both

concepts, Igni t ion and
Combustion, are intended to

show that this motor is
capable of

very distinct, visual forms. While the
bikes are very different, the powertrain
is capable of delivering the
performance required in both cases."
"Victory Motorcycles have taken a
strong positioning as the Modern
American Muscle brand," says Steve
Menneto, President of the Polaris
Motorcycles Division. "We are excited
about our path for this brand. Our
latest work will complement the
existing line-up of motorcycles
powered by the award-winning
Freedom 106 engine design."

www.VictoryMotorcycles.com

Baker Drivetrain is to now open
on Saturdays - "Many of our
dealers are open on Saturdays,
and many current and future
BAKER customers are riding and
wrenching on the weekends.  We
need to be here to support
them," Lisa Baker, CEO of BAKER
Drivetrain, said. "We believe that
we are the first major aftermarket
manufacturer in this industry to
adopt Saturday hours, and we
know that we can be more
helpful by being more available."
Baker's sales and technical
phone lines are now open every
Saturday 10:00am to 3:00pm
EDT/EST. 

In a potential parallel to the
motorcycle regulatory
landscape breakthrough
seen recently in Europe, the
US Congress has included a
re-launch for the Federal
Motorcycle Advisory Council
(FMAC) in a recent highway
legislation bill. The FMAC is
tasked with regulatory
scrutiny and making
motorcycle enabling policy
and infrastructure
recommendations to the
Secretary of Transport.

TC Bros has announced that it is
to sponsor and attend the Born
Free # 8 Custom Motorcycle
Show at Oak Canyon Ranch in
California, June 25th/26th, 2016.

The 10 percent Federal tax
credit available in the United
States against the purchase
price of an electric
motorcycle has been
extended to the end of
2016.

NEWS
BRIEFS

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

http://www.aim-tamachi.com
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